Jeff Young is a Liverpool-based artist whose practice spans theatre, radio, sound art, writing and television. Carandiru, recorded in a Sao Paulo prison, was nominated for a Sony and has been shortlisted for Prix Italia and Prix Europa awards. Alan Dunn interviewed him about two recent live spoken word pieces. Ouija (April 2012) was presented in collaboration with Moongoose at Metal, a former railway station on the edge of Liverpool’s Lime Street. Sputnik Jesus (September 2012) was presented with Martin Heslop and Vidar Norheim during an event at the top of the Liverpool’s Radio City Tower.

AD: Ouija was originally a 28-part piece, when does it date from?

JY: I’ve been writing Ouija for about eight years but it grew out of particular pieces I’d written for radio in which I tried to write a sort of autobiography based more on fevered memories than actual events. Certain memories have fallen into my thoughts over the years - a haemorrhaging horse, an escapee from a psychiatric hospital running over a potato field, the roar of football crowd voices coming over the rooftops when I was in bed, a floating woman singing lullabies outside my bedroom window when I was eight, these sort of half remembered dream visions. I started writing a sort of epic poem in 28 parts, inspired by Kenneth Patchen’s Journal of Albion Moonlight, which is a key text for me. Patchen’s imagination was like a menagerie and there is a vernacular robustness to the heightened, Romantic and fabulist world he created that feeds into what I do. Patchen was a radical precursor to the Beats. Mark E. Smith of The Fall is another important writer for me. These people are awkward, misfits and hallucinators.

AD: Can you locate Ouija within your output? What else were you working on and absorbing during its gestation?

JY: Ouija connects with radio plays such as The Hunt For Billy Casper and Red Rock, Grey Rock which were broadcast by BBC Radio 3 and 4. I wrote four radio drama documentaries that tried to paint a picture of four stages of my early life. They were montages, or collages, of memories, which used dissonant juxtaposition of clashing styles and tones as a modus operandi. I thought that if I jammed a story of a dying grandfather with maggots in his turn-ups up against a fleeting vision of Billy Fury walking on water on the Leeds & Liverpool canal, up against the Milky Way clinking like xylophones, glimpsed through a skylight in a Liverpool terraced house, up against readings from favourite books and so on it would make more interesting radio than the usual. I was writing stage plays such as River Fever, which were based in similar landscapes of blighted industrial zones, ruined warehouses, bonfires on wastelands and half demolished asylums. All of this is now called edgeland writing and there is a touch of psychogeography about it but as far as I was concerned I was just trying to get across a sense of a boy in Liverpool, slightly unhealthy, medicated, bedbound, dreaming of travelling fairgrounds and Waltzers and dodgems on fire. River Fever used imagery such as polluted canals and ramshackle caravans to get across a sense of hallucinatory fever.
It comes close to surrealism and is non-naturalistic. I was drawing more on paintings such as the work of Ensor and outsider artists such as Madge Gill and Henry Darger. Joseph Cornell’s boxes and Kurt’s Schwitter’s collages also fed in. In literature I was drawing on Ted Hughes’ Cave poems and the prose poems of Rimbaud. I quite like ‘bad influences’ such as Burroughs and Ballard. I don’t like polite, English lit. I’d rather ‘read’ Franz Masereel’s woodcut books or look at Leonard Baskin’s illustrations for Hughes’s Crow poems and the prose poems of Rimbaud. I quite like ‘bad influences’ such as Burroughs and Ballard. I don’t like polite, English lit. I’d rather ‘read’ Franz Masereel’s woodcut books or look at Leonard Baskin’s illustrations for Hughes’s Crow poems and the prose poems of Rimbaud.

JY: Yorkie who runs Moongoose is a Liverpool legend, very much a part of the post-punk culture. Don’t Play! was released as almost an art object, sealed between two bathroom tiles and you could only play it if you smashed the tiles. It has a nocturnal menace about it as a piece of music, which perfectly matched the spoken word. Moongoose would usually perform strictly instrumental pieces so to collaborate as a ‘voice’ was an honour. There is a version online with archival images assembled by Mark Moongoose and the ghostly images of lost Liverpool evoke and enhance the texts beautifully.

AD: Can you describe what we might call the range of Ouija?

JY: If you make a story up it comes to the point where you actually remember it even if it didn’t really happen. Some of the texts are invented, or distortions of the truth, but I can remember them happening. There is a story about a horse bleeding to death outside Everton football ground. I can remember this vividly and it’s haunted me all my life but my mother told me just before she died that it was her who saw the horse dying when she was a child, not me.

There is nostalgia at play here. Nostalgia is a bit like influenza, it’s not healthy but it’s actually incredibly useful for generating feverish imaging. There is a brilliant book by Svetlana Boym called The Future Of Nostalgia which she talks about it being a ‘hypochondria of the heart’. It’s a longing for a past that can never return but if you conduct the séance in the right way you can taste and smell it. I don’t believe in ghosts and I don’t believe in the soul but it suits my creative purposes to kind of pretend I believe in them. That way I can summon up ghosts and memories and stoke up the fever.

JY: You and your partner Yorkie create very vivid writing. How do you hear music when writing?

JY: It’s an attempt to bring the dead into my remembering of it, it’s hallucinatory. I hope to invoke the spirit of the child, not me.

It’s amazing how much death there is in childhood and I suppose Ouija is an attempt to bring the dead into life.

AD: Can you describe what we might call the range of Ouija?

JY: I worked with Liverpool band Moongoose who had a rare track called Don’t Play! and we selected five Ouija texts to make a sixteen minute performance. To perform it in Edge Hill Train station was perfect because the texts are set in dereliction and post-industrial landscapes. The railway cutting leading into Lime Street Station seem to be of the same world as the Ouija texts. There is something about the fumes and buddleia growing through the cracks, nature returning and overwhelming the city. Mike Davis’s book Dead Cities is an important book for me. In it he talks about Bomber Ecology and how blitzed cities burst to life with firewrecks - buddleia and rose willow herb blooming on derelict wastelands in blitzed cities. This fits the world of Ouija perfectly. It would have been better if there had been a burning locomotive collapsing on Platform 2 but you can’t have everything.

AD: Do you hear music when writing?

JY: I wanted to write like Patti Smith’s spoken word stuff such as Piss Factory as far back as the mid 70’s. William Burroughs’ spoken word stuff such as Tristesse’s Last Gleaming, Beefheart’s spoken word interludes on Trout Mask Replica and Aho-Me on Shady Beat but that period of Beethoven in general, these are all more important to me than conventional poets. I would like to have seen Patti Smith in her early performing days reading at St. Mark’s In The Bowery. There is a delinquency about this kind of work that makes most published poets look anaemic. I also like Anticon stuff like cLOUDDEAD. I don’t know much about that world of hip-hop but it’s left field and a bit fucked up and it connects somehow. Mark E. Smith in general, John Cooper Clarke’s Beaver Street is important too. With the performance of Ouija I hoped to invoke the spirit of this kind of work. We knew that it would be the only ever performance so that heightened the sense of occasion.

AD: And Moongoose?

JY: Moongoose is a Liverpool legend, very much a part of the post-punk culture. Don’t Play! was released as almost an art object, sealed between two bathroom tiles and you could only play it if you smashed the tiles. It has a nocturnal menace about it as a piece of music, which perfectly matched the spoken word. Moongoose would usually perform strictly instrumental pieces so to collaborate as a ‘voice’ was an honour. There is a version online with archival images assembled by Mark Moongoose and the ghostly images of lost Liverpool evoke and enhance the texts beautifully.

AD: Frightened children, death, baby mice, comic books, there are some recurring themes through your work.

JY: Comic books such as Descendents and a warehouse full of burning Eagle Comics, war comics such as Victor and Hotspur, these are vivid, flickering rememberings. My dad witnessed the destruction of a warehouse full of every single issue of the Eagle, a hundred copies of every edition on fire because the printing factory needed the storage space. That’s another memory that I can remember even though it happened to someone else. I had a butcher uncle who used to lock my sister and I inside a walk-in meat freezer so frightened children creep into the world. Elise Barmald was a floating woman who used to hover outside my bedroom window singing men’s names. I discovered years later that it was actually the barmaid from the pub next door, having sex with customers down the back alley. The
saucepan of dead baby mice is true. We found a nest of baby mice on a pan and took it out onto a piece of derelict land in Kirkdale where we sat around watching them die. It's all haunting, all part of the phantasmagoria.

AD: If you were given free reign with the education of young people in Higher Education in relation to art and literature, what would you introduce?

JY: I teach at Liverpool John Moores University and one of the things we do with students is to get them to engage directly with the city. It's difficult for students to break through the confines of the immediate student experience and I encourage them to explore Liverpool more deeply. We walk the city, make maps and drawings and scrapbooks and listen to the city's noises. If I were given free reign I would encourage young people to see themselves as artists and writers and to engage actively in the culture – establish creative relationships with working artists, make work, live in the city as well as study. An institution that teaches art and literature, creative writing and so on should be commissioning work, bringing the public in to the building and also sending the students out of the building and into the world.

AD: Can you tell me about *Sputnik Jesus*? You performed it accompanied by Martin Haslop and Vidar Norheim at the top of Liverpool's Radio City Tower, the city's futuristic beacon that is both private and public. It was set in 1969 and floated Neil Armstrong over Liverpool amidst 'metal rainbows' and sadly foresaw the arrival of 'the future.'

JY: Neil Armstrong was a childhood hero of mine, and still is. He's been mentioned in loads of stuff I've written and in every script I've ever written I think there is a reference to the moon, Yuri Gagarin, *Sputnik*, the 1950s and 60s or sci-fi. I followed the space race in the late 60s and was eleven years old when they walked on the moon. I like pulp sci-fi novels and there is often a sci-fi element in the mix. A metal rainbow is something poetic and evocative like the xylophone Milky Way I mentioned earlier. It's a world made by Chad Valley, Triang Toys and bits of old Meccano.

AD: You conjure an image of a child sitting in wonder, peering out at the tower from his bed, seeing it as a space beacon, as Dali looked at the wonder, peering out at the tower from his bed, as Alasdair Gray's novel *Lanark* is a huge influence on me, and the tower as throat is nicked from that. Lots of the buildings in the city, especially the gothic Cathedral, have faces; Brutalist modernity, astronauts and cosmonauts, comic book imagery, it's another collage of dissonance. Liverpool's powers that be have often conspired to ruin our glorious cityscape. They're doing it as we speak with their systematic flogging off of the city to property developers. The more they flog off the more the city dies but its ghosts will come back and haunt them.

AD: We're also interviewing Claire Potter who performed at the same event at the top of the Radio City Tower. What are your memories of her piece?

JY: I think Claire Potter is an astonishing artist. My memory of the piece is vivid. I couldn't work out where the performance stopped and the reality began and neither could anyone else in the tower. It was emotionally so raw and vulnerable that I wanted to protect her but I was scared of her intensity. At one point the whole space lapsed into silence for an uncomfortable length of time and we couldn't work out if she'd stopped performing or not. She made me feel conservative and that was a good thing. I came away from watching her and wanted to take more risks. She's amazing.

AD: Billy Bragg's track *The space race is over is a man trying to tell his son there will be no more missions, only cyber space, and there is a similar sadness at work here; wonder replaced by melancholia.

JY: Yes, there is nostalgia here again. It goes back to that feeling of looking up at the moon with your dad or your school friends and realising with a sense of wonder that there are men up there walking on it. The moon was excited and moved by its appearance. It was the perfect light show and we were in a space station temporarily anchored over the rooftops.

AD: As can be seen on the video footage, as you do a Ballard.

JY: Yes, there is nostalgia here again. It goes back to that feeling of looking up at the moon with your dad or your school friends and realising with a sense of wonder that there are men up there walking on it. The moon was excited and moved by its appearance. It was the perfect light show and we were in a space station temporarily anchored over the rooftops.